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In 2004, the Toronto International Film 
Festival Group amassed an impressive list of  

accomplishments. 

Each of  the Group’s divisions and initiatives 
presented a solid roster of  programming, and 
the responses of  our guests, audiences and 
constituents unanimously confirmed this.

In addition to another stellar year of  program-
ming and guests, Cinematheque Ontario complet-
ed the launch of  its Lecture Series with numerous 
sold-out events. Film Circuit added forty locations 
to its roster of  communities this year. With more 
Canadian films screened for its growing list of  in-
ternational locales, Film Circuit fosters new audi-
ences for Canadian film. Two Special Collections 
and a collection of  photographs were added to 
the Film Reference Library in 2004. Additionally, 
Sprockets Toronto International Film Festival for 
Children increased attendance, box-office rev-
enue and Pocket Fund donations. The Festival’s 
twenty-ninth year was perhaps its best yet – from 
the quality of  programming to the efficiency of  
its orchestration, and the overall level of  customer 
satisfaction. Canada’s Top Ten expanded its pub-
lic events and hosted more directors, while Talk 
Cinema came out of  2004 with an astounding ap-
proval rating. It is no wonder the series continues 
to sell out year after year.

Along with all these activities, the Group 
continued to build momentum towards Festival 
Centre – a global centre to celebrate film and 
the moving image. In collaboration with King & 
John Festival Corporation, we achieved zoning 
approval for Festival Centre and the Daniels 
Corporation 42-storey condominium project. 
In addition, we secured funding from two major 
corporate sponsors and, subsequent to year end, 
both the federal and provincial governments 
committed to investing $25 million each in 
the project. Festival Centre is a vital step in 
guaranteeing the development of  the Group 
and a place to house all of  its educational and 
cultural services, and allow them to flourish.

The future of  the Group is undoubtedly bright. 
I am honoured to be a part of  the legacy that 
brought us to this moment. The benchmark 
of  success is not only measured by the 
achievements of  each division, but in the spirit 
behind the hard work of  each member of  the 
Board of  Directors and staff. I offer my thanks 
and congratulations to all.

Letter from the Chair

Allen Karp
Chair
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Message from the CEO
The Toronto International Film Festival 

Group is passionate about the moving im-
age. The exceptional successes of  the Group in 
2004 demonstrate the value and strength of  our 
commitment to an international community of  
filmmakers and filmgoers. 

We would not achieve such great heights each year 
without the continuous support of  our stakehold-
ers and the tremendous public endorsement of  
our programming and initiatives. We are incred-
ibly grateful for their continued investment in our 
work. These successes also rest on the shoulders of  
our supporters, staff  and volunteers, whose talent, 
generosity and dedication is immeasurable. 
 
The collective contribution of  all those mention-
ed enable us to develop strong educational facets 
within so many of  the Group’s divisions. These op-
portunities not only serve as a powerful tool for Ca-
nadian filmmakers today, but also offer a dynamic 
creative outlet for the generations of  those to come.  

In providing our constituents with access to such 
a wide array of  opportunities to appreciate and 
experience the best in national and international 
film year round, we remain champions of  our 
mission to inspire, celebrate and illuminate: to 
inspire audiences to a greater understanding of  
the world through film; to celebrate past, present 

and future achievements of  Canadian and inter-
national filmmaking; and to illuminate the pow-
er of  film through education for all ages. We are 
a national leader with an unrivaled international 
reputation because we believe in these elements 
as benchmarks for everything that we do.  

Canadian film is at the heart of  the Group’s mis-
sion. Serving as proud advocates and promoters of  
the great filmmakers of  this country, at home and 
abroad, is in many ways our most vital function. 
We continue to nurture new, diverse audiences for 
our national cinema as we strive to create opportu-
nities that will foster new filmmaking talent.  

Looking at the strides we have made toward the 
development of  educational opportunities for the 
public and the industry, alongside the extraordi-
nary advancement of  our goals for Festival Cen-
tre, the Group has every reason to be proud of  
this past year’s accomplishments. 

We have laid the foundation for an extraordinary 
future in the years ahead, one that I look forward 
to with great anticipation, and even greater pride. 

Piers Handling
Director and Chief  Executive Officer
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film fesTiVals
The Toronto International Film Festival Group provides filmmakers and filmgoers with a platform for the celebration of  the best film the world has 
to offer. The base for this support is our film festivals, which not only promote cinema as an art form, but, given their intrinsic celebratory nature, 
also foster social bonds and encourage the exchange of  ideas. These goals are reached through Sprockets and our flagship event each September, 
as well as through Cinematheque Ontario’s partnership with local festivals and Film Circuit’s ongoing support of  festivals across the country. 
Canada’s Top Ten also falls in line with this ideal, bringing together the best in Canadian film for screenings nationwide. Film festivals underline 
the importance of  community – a concept that is essential to all the Group’s initiatives.

film aCCess
The Toronto International Film Festival Group believes in creating opportunities for all people from all demographics to experience film. All of  
our endeavours support access to film, whether through engaging children in Sprockets activities or programming rare material under the auspices 
of  Cinematheque Ontario. The Group provides its audiences with a vast array of  film experiences that are often unique in their curation. At 
the same time, we provide filmmakers with audiences and a serious forum in which their work can be viewed and discussed. We take pride in 
our ability to bring together a myriad of  rare events, each of  which is planned with utmost care and dedication. Consistently creating mutually 
beneficial opportunities for exchange between filmmakers and audiences, we reach out to underserved communities to bring international cinema 
to domestic screens and Canadian film to the world.

film eDUCaTion & leaRninG
An integral part of  the film experience is what viewers take away from the screen – how what we have seen enriches our minds or our 
understanding of  the subject matter in question. Film can teach us about cultures and ideas – whether real or imagined – from places near and 
far, from past, present and future. Providing avenues to explore film is the backbone of  Toronto International Film Festival Group programming. 
Through its industry training programmes, discussions with filmmakers, Sprockets and Film Circuit study guides, and the many resources of  the 
Film Reference Library, the Group demonstrates its commitment to education in film and moving image media.

Overview
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Sprockets
Sprockets Toronto International Film Festival 
for Children celebrated its seventh year 
in 2004, presenting a stellar international 
line-up of  family films. Through the Family 
Weekend and School Programmes, Toronto 
audiences experience the best in international 
cinema for children and young adults aged 
three through eighteen. These audiences 
are provided with the rare opportunity to 
view these extraordinary films, as well as the 
good fortune to ask questions of  many guest 
directors, actors and producers that attend the 
festival. Children are exposed to new cultures, 
customs, and ways of  life that are often 
unfamiliar and fascinating to them. Sprockets 
films reach children and help bring about a 
new understanding of  the world. Through 
the celebration of  the film medium, Sprockets 
emphasizes, for all ages, the universality of  the 
childhood experience and the importance of  
film as a means of  expression.

This year also marked the launch of  the 
Sprockets Globetrotter Series, a year-round 
screening programme. This monthly screening 
series extends children the opportunity to 
continue to enjoy the highest calibre of  film 
programming beyond the festival during six 
additional months throughout the year. 

PoCkeT fUnD
Sprockets is committed to providing access 
to films and activities for children and their 
families. The Pocket Fund allows Sprockets to 
ensure that children from all backgrounds have 
equal access to the most influential art form of  
our time.
Through private donations from individuals, 
foundations and corporations, children in need 
from local schools, shelters and community 
groups have the opportunity to enjoy 
international cinema and participate in film 
workshops. 

sPeCial DeliVeRy
Special Delivery is a year-round Sprockets 
initiative that reaches out to youth in 
under-served communities in the Greater 
Toronto Area. We carefully curate a 
package consisting of  a film screening, 
a director discussion and a workshop to 
reflect the diversity of  each audience to 
which we deliver. Special Delivery ensures 
that children who want an opportunity to 
experience film have an avenue to meet that 
desire. In 2004, we reached more than six 
hundred children.

�7,000 admissions.

�0 guest filmmakers, programmers, actors and buyers attended 
the event in �00� – a record number.

�7 features and �� shorts, representing �9 countries and �� 
languages.

7� per cent of films are set outside north america.

�� films Were screened in or included a language other than 
english With subtitles read by a narrator.   

nearly ��00 children served through the pocket fund. 

»

»

»

»

»

»
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sprockets was created to bring  
the best of international and domestic 
family cinema to Toronto’s children and 
their families. by providing access to non-
mainstream media, the festival enriches, 
entertains, educates and engages children 
and youth. We see access to cultural 
excellence as a right, not a privilege, and 
we’re committed to upholding that right.”
Jane schoettle, Director, sprockets

Children need to be engaged. it’s good 
to see a festival like [sprockets], because 
when the industry sees children presented 
with smaller films that are not cookie-cutter 
products, they see there is a market.”
Janek lowe, Director of Development at Devine 
entertainment, Playback, may 10, 2004 

“

“
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Film Circuit

film Circuit continues to create access for 
Canadian and international films in under-
serviced markets. amazingly, nearly forty per  
cent of those who attended film Circuit 
screenings in 2004 saw Canadian films – a figure 
ten times higher than the national average.”
Cam Haynes, Director, film Circuit

“

Film Circuit’s mandate is to provide filmgoers 
in under-served communities with access to 
Canadian and international films that would 
otherwise only screen in larger centres. In 
2004, Film Circuit facilitated the screening of  
Canadian and international independent films 
in 171 communities across British Columbia, 
Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba, Ontario, 
Quebec, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Prince 
Edward Island and Newfoundland.

[The film Circuit team] have made work what 
other people can’t seem to make work at 
all. so whatever they’re doing, they’re doing 
something right.”
simone Urdl, Producer, lUCk, CBC online, friday, february 27, 2004

“

filmmakers event in Vail Valley, Colorado, one 
of the first Circuit groups in the Usa: bridget Hill, 
instant soup; Ursula burton, manna from Heaven; 
Cam Haynes, Director, film Circuit; maria burton, 
manna from Heaven; Dawn kuisma and David 
Weaver, moon Palace. 

�0 FILM ACCESS
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This is a most amazing undertaking....What 
a job [film Circuit Director Cam Haynes] is 
doing for Canadian cinema.”
Ted kotcheff, filmmaker, on film Circuit, National Post, 
february 25, 2004

These are fi lms that communities like this 
ordinarily wouldn’t get a chance to see. a lot 
of them are award-winning, critically 
acclaimed fi lms and have been shown at the 
Toronto international film festival.”
lilia White, co-director, niagara falls film Circuit group, 
The Review (niagara falls), october 21, 2004

There is an interesting form of distribution 
that’s been very successful called film 
Circuit… and there are about 140 theatres 
across the country. many of them are smaller 
communities that receive fi lms from film 
Circuit; it’s an alternative form of distribution. 
for some Canadian fi lms, up to fi fty per cent 
of the box offi ce for a particular fi lm might 
come not from regular theatres but from film 
Circuit.”
brian Johnson, fi lm critic, Maclean’s, on CBC Sounds Like 
Canada, march 10, 2004

[emile is] doing well on film Circuit; fallinG 
anGels is doing great on film Circuit. Thank 
God for film Circuit... my box offi ce has 
doubled because of [it].”
Carl bessai, fi lmmaker, emile, CBC Sounds Like Canada, 
march 10, 2004 

“

“

“

“

2004 FILM CIRCuIT HIGHLIGHTS
DoMESTIC FILM CIRCuIT:

number of screenings: �,��0

total films: ��9

attendance: ��0,000 

InTERnATIonAL FILM CIRCuIT:

number of screenings: ��7

total number of films: 9� 

attendance: ���,000

»

»

»

»

»

»

Film Circuit often takes fi lmmakers to present their work at Circuit events, one of  many 
ways the Circuit provides Canadian audiences with access to fi lmmaking talent. Among the 
ninety guests in 2004 were educational speakers, directors, actors, producers and editors, 
including Kristin Adams, David Alpay, Jeff  Douglas, Maury Chaykin, Peter O’Brian, Ted 
Kotcheff, Jacob Tierney, Robin Cass, Gary Burns, Jennifer Baichwal, Mark Achbar, Sudz 
Sutherland, Peter Wellington, Clive Holden and Rob Stefaniuk.

In 2004, Film Circuit reached twenty-three countries. From the United States to Spain, 
India to Venezuela, the United Kingdom to Latvia, Film Circuit provides Canadian 
fi lmmakers with access to audiences and industry professionals around the world.

��FILM ACCESS



Cinematheque Ontario

We take pride in creating access to cinema past 
and present, and 2004 was an excellent year 
for filmlovers from around the province. in our 
fourteenth year, we screened 494 films from twenty-
nine countries, and welcomed more than fifty 
thousand filmgoers to the Cinematheque.”
susan oxtoby, Director of Programming, Cinematheque ontario

“

Cinematheque Ontario facilitates film access 
through its involvement with film preservation.  
In 2004, the Cinematheque acquired a print 
of  R. W. Fassbinder’s IN A YEAR OF 13 
MOONS from the Fassbinder Foundation, an 
investment that will provide access to a classic 
of  world cinema for future generations of  film-
lovers.  In addition, Director of  Programming 
Susan Oxtoby is on the Executive Committee 
of  the International Federation of  Film 
Archives (FIAF), an organization that brings 
together institutions dedicated to rescuing 
films both as cultural heritage and as historical 
documents.

The Independents, a free screening 
series, is a chance to see the latest in 
avant-garde film and video and interact 
with the artists involved in their creation.

the independents highlights:

Jennifer Baichwal 
Louise Bourque
Ed Halter 
Jennifer Reeves
Wendy Tilby

Cinematheque [ontario is] a godsend. if you care 
at all about seeing good movies... you owe it to 
yourself to check out Cinematheque’s summer 
offerings.” 
Peter Howell, Toronto Star, may 28, 2004

“

�00� director retrospectives:

Yasujiro Ozu
Maurice Pialat 
Roman Polanski
Victor Sjöström
Luchino Visconti

�00� national cinema spotlights:

American Film Noir 
French Crime Classics
Polish Animation
Recent Danish Cinema 

Cinematheque Ontario is often the only Canadian destination for international touring 
retrospectives, providing Ontario audiences with the best shows from Paris, Rome, Tokyo and 
other prestigious cinema centres.

“The argentine retrospective currently underway at [the Cinematheque] is indeed one that is superior to 
others. not only are the films of excellent quality (subject matter, production), but the style and substance 
are quite meritorious. These films are original and daring… i was there for all of them, and i loved every one 
of the films… Cinematheque offers some of the very best programming in the world and i certainly think we 
are extremely lucky to be living here and to have access to such a treasure.”
Cinematheque Patron 

“

�� FILM ACCESS
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“The argentine retrospective currently underway at [the Cinematheque] is indeed one that is superior to 
others. not only are the films of excellent quality (subject matter, production), but the style and substance 
are quite meritorious. These films are original and daring… i was there for all of them, and i loved every one 
of the films… Cinematheque offers some of the very best programming in the world and i certainly think we 
are extremely lucky to be living here and to have access to such a treasure.”
Cinematheque Patron 

“

13

Cinematheque Ontario’s exclusive Limited Run series is often the only chance for Toronto 
film lovers to catch the latest art-house hits from around the world.

exclusive limited runs highlights:

the cremaster cycle, Matthew Barney, USA
father and son, Alexander Sokurov, Russia
distant, Nuri Bilge Ceylan, Turkey
the son, Jean-Pierre & Luc Dardenne, France
demonlover, Olivier Assayas, France
the clay bird, Tareque Masud, France/Bangladesh
the five obstructions, Jørgen Leth, Lars von Trier, Denmark

Cinematheque ontario’s launch of all five of 
barney’s CRemasTeR films counts as the film and 
art event of the year.” 
Cameron bailey, NOW Weekly, april 22, 2004

“

��FILM ACCESS
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Toronto International Film Festival
Each September, a who’s who of  filmmakers, 
guests, journalists, and industry insiders, 
together with Toronto’s renowned film lovers, 
turns Toronto into the film capital of  the 
world. The number of  films presented at the 
Festival ensures that audiences have access to 
films that may not receive broad distribution. 
In turn, these public screenings give 
filmmakers access not only to a large audience 
reception, but also to journalists and the film 
industry professionals who descend on the city 
each year.

Each year, the Festival puts Canadian 
film in the international spotlight. Our 
domestic product is placed along side the 
best international cinema for the world’s top 
industry executives, journalists and public to 
view and experience.

The Toronto international film festival has 
emerged as one of the most influential festivals 
in the world, where numerous multi-million 
dollar deals are done.”
BBC News, september 20, 2004

“

�� FILM ACCESS
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Duck Season

Helen Hunt: A Good Woman 

The 29th Toronto international film festival 
proved emphatically that there was plenty 
among the 318 films it screened, that was 
absorbing, different, compelling and wide-
ranging in style and form to please polarized 
cinematic tastes.” 
Screen India, september, 2004

“



FACTS:

��� films from �0 countries

of the �0� feature films 
presented, a record breaking 
�� per cent of them Were 
World, international, or 
north american premieres. 
(99 World premieres, �� 
international premieres, and 
�� north american premieres)

���� total submissions

��0 guest directors in 
attendance

9�� screenings on �� screens

���� industry delegates from 
���� companies

»

»

»

»

»

»
What we love about the Toronto festival is the 
seriousness of it all: the open-mindedness and 
devotion of the public, the daring and eclecticism 
of the programming, the diverse ambitions of the 
movies themselves.” 
a.o. scott, The New York Times, september 20, 2004

“

��FILM ACCESS

Jeremy irons, annette bening, 
Warren beatty: Being Julia

Don mckellar, Jennifer Jason leigh: 
Childstar

sean Penn: The Assassination 
of Richard Nixon

The Motorcycle Diaries



2004 FILM REFEREnCE LIbRARy 
ACCRuALS: 

the al Waxman archive

the triptych media archive

the Jack pashkovsky 
collection 

»

»

»

Film Reference Library
The Film Reference Library lays bare the 
history of  film for students, researchers, 
scholars and film buffs. Through collections 
and preservation, the Film Reference Library 
ensures that future generations of  students and 
cinephiles have access to our cinematic history. 
The Library maintains the world’s largest 
collection of  English-language Canadian film 
and film-related materials, as well as a wide 
range of  local, national and international film 
resources. In 2004, the Film Reference Library 
saw a thirty per cent increase in membership, 
a thirty-five per cent rise in usage, and nearly 
a thirty per cent increase in the number of  
queries received.

Just a month ago, [barry] avrich graciously donated the entire [Pashkovsky] collection to the Toronto 
international film festival’s film Reference library, a superb research facility that already houses extensive 
contributions from the likes of David Cronenberg, atom egoyan, Don mckellar, and the late brian linehan. 
said avrich, hailing the library as a world-class centre for the study of film, ‘there’s no better place for Jack’s 
amazing photos.’”
Christopher loudon, Inside Entertainment, september, 2004

“

�� FILM ACCESS
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Canada’s Top Ten
Panel discussions, an integral aspect of  
Canada’s Top Ten, provide the public with an 
opportunity to hear from the best and brightest 
in film from across the country. In addition to 
the annual event’s screening of  the ten chosen 
films, 2004’s two sold-out panel discussions 
engaged audiences and panel members alike. 
Audiences take an in-depth look at the selected 
films and at the talent and craftsmanship 
involved in their creation, and consider the 
dynamic scope of  the way films are made in 
this country. This year’s guests included Don 
McKellar, Daniel Roby, Peter Raymont and 
Michael McGowan.

Thanks for all your help in getting us here. We 
wouldn’t be having this conversation without the 
support you guys gave us personally and as an 
organization.”
sudz sutherland, Director of the Genie-nominated loVe, seX anD 
eaTinG THe bones, on the Group’s contribution to the success of 
his film.

“

�7FILM ACCESS

actor mike Wilmot and director mike 
Dowse: It’s All Gone Pete Tong

Co-host arsinée khanjian with actor 
Jacinthe laguë: Elles étaient cinq

Jacques bensimon, nfb Commissioner and 
Chairperson with Chris landreth (Ryan), 
academy award® winning director

actor shauna macDonald: Saint Ralph
Director michael mcGowan 
with the cast of Saint Ralph



The Toronto International Film Festival is also widely known as a great Festival for business, and 
2004 was a banner year for Festival films in the area of  sales. OMDC Sales Office participants 
were polled in November, and the survey found that twelve Canadian and eighty-nine 
international titles that screened at the Festival were acquired in 2004. This total – 101 features 
acquired in 2004 – represents close to a fifty per cent increase over the 2003 Festival. 

Industry Programming and Services
Through artistic development programmes and 
networking and business opportunities, industry 
Programming and services expanded minds 
and careers in 2004 by providing filmmakers and 
delegates with access to top talent and deal-
makers.  The success of Talent lab and Pitch This! 
in particular have inspired us to expand industry 
initiatives in the future.” 
kelley alexander, Director, industry Programming and services

“

facts: 

industry registration increased 
by tWenty-eight per cent in �00� 

sales office registration greW 
by seven per cent in �00�, 
With forty-one neW companies 
attending. 

»

»

it is clear that Talent lab really has succeeded…as you know, the ability to connect with your key 
creative is high on the list of requriements.”
marc stephenson, sheep noir films inc. 

“

In 2004, Industry Programming and Services launched two exciting new initiatives for 
filmmakers – Talent Lab and My Next Project. 

Talent Lab Toronto is a three day intensive programme that provides emerging Canadian 
filmmakers the chance to work with internationally acclaimed filmmakers and industry 
professionals. In 2004, the first year of  Talent Lab, Gus Van Sant, Patricia Rozema, Bingham 
Ray, and Michael Ondaatje governed the activities. Guest participants included Christopher 
Doyle, Kevin Spacey, Guy Maddin, and Jonathan Caouette among others, who engaged and 
inspired Canada’s next generation of  filmmaking talent. 

My Next Project, another major programme introduced in 2004, also enjoyed great 
success. It is an initiative designed to promote and facilitate new connections for mid-
career international filmmakers. A select group of  directors from around the globe were 
given the opportunity to pitch their next project at the festival to key development, talent 
management, distribution, and production executives. 

�� FILM ACCESS
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For the fourth year, the Irving Avrich Fund provided ten promising Canadian filmmakers with 
access to the Toronto International Film Festival’s Industry Programming and Services, in 
order to expand their filmmaking skills and provide them with resources to further develop their 
projects.  In 2004,  
the following people received complimentary access to Industry Programming and Services: 
Cassandra Nicolaou, Elan Mastai, Howard Fraiberg, Laurence Green, Nathaniel Geary, Brent 
Barclay, Mathieu Guez, Paul Fox, Alexandre Franchi and Ryan Redford. 

The opportunity to have access to so many films is a great benefit. as a writer-director, it is extremely important and inspiring to view new and older works, chosen by 
knowledgeable and experienced staff.  This is a great opportunity to keep pace with what is happening on the international film scene.  i found the industry Panels quite interesting 
- particularly lucas moodysson and Todd solondz, both directors i admire.” 
irving avrich fund recipient nathaniel Geary 

“

The Master Class programme returned in 2004 for a third year.  Designed to give film 
industry professionals a chance to exchange ideas with experts, the 2004 Master Class 
subject was filmmaker Terry Gilliam.  In Conversation With… is another successful series 
that provides industry delegates access to talented filmmakers.  In 2004, Danny Glover and 
Sydney Pollack were the guest speakers. 

�9FILM ACCESS

Terry Gilliam: master Class

Pitch This!

Another exciting pitching event organized by Industry Programming and Services is the Tele-
film Canada Pitch This! programme.  A unique event that places filmmakers in front of  a live 
audience and jury to compete for a $10,000 prize by pitching their latest project, the 2004 
Telefilm Canada Pitch This! Award went to REMEMBRANCE, pitched by Stephanie Mor-
genstern, Mark Ellis, and Paula Fleck. 

The Mavericks Filmmaker Programme offers a rare opportunity to get a behind-the-scenes 
look at the art of  cinema through some of  filmmaking’s most renowned risk-takers.  The 2004 
Mavericks were: directors Gregg Araki, Bruce LaBruce, Lukas Moodysson, Sally Potter and 
Todd Solondz, producer Gabriella Martinelli and actor Joan Allen. 
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Toronto International Film Festival
Filmgoers, journalists and industry 
professionals all agree that the twenty-ninth 
year of  the Toronto International Film Festival 
was its best ever. Its success is based largely 
on the unquestioned excellence of  the year’s 
programming. This, in conjunction with the 
ongoing commitment of  staff  and volunteers 
who underline efficiency and courteousness 
above all else, demonstrates the strength of  the 
Festival and contributes to its wide reputation 
as one of  the world’s very best film events.

The Toronto international film festival strives to 
be a home for Canadian cinema, a launchpad 
for award campaigns, and a gateway to 
international discovery.”
noah Cowan, Co-Director, Toronto international film festival

The awards wrapped up what many, me 
included, thought was the strongest Toronto fest 
in years.” 
 Roger ebert, Chicago Sun Times, september 20, 2004

“

“

facts:

a press corps of �00

highest ever attendance 

�,70� volunteers

addition of a year-round box 
office

addition of online ticket sales

addition of matinee family gala 
presentations

�� feature films have documented 
distribution deals in place to date 

»

»

»

»

»

»

»

It’s All Gone Pete Tong

Hotel RwandaThe Sea Inside

ScaredSacred
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The mad dance between art and commerce is part 
of what makes the Toronto festival so remarkable.” 
lisa kennedy, The Denver Post, september 16, 2004 

The Toronto international film festival brings out the 
best in temperate Canadian cineaste erudition and 
event planning – it’s a major city fest with a small 
town feel, famous for its huge but manageable 
menu of movie offerings [and] its unfl appably 
personable festival volunteers.”
lisa schwarzbaum, Entertainment Weekly, october 1, 2004 

“

“

enfi n, la situation stratégique de Toronto sur le 
calendrier nord-américain a progressivement 
conduit les majors hollywoodiennes à s’en 
servir comme d’un tremplin à promo idéal 
pour le catalogue de noël, avec ses charters 
de stars, d’interviews groupées et minutées, 
qui suffi sent à assouvir la dose de people  
réclamée par ce type de manifestation.” 
olivier seguret, Libération, september 29, 2004

“

Ray

SidewaysHouse of Flying Daggers

Shake Hands with the Devil

Thank you so much... Toronto really put siDeWays 
on the map and launched our entire campaign.”
nancy Utley - President, marketing - fox searchlight

There isn’t a better fi lm festival in the world.”
 michael Dwyer, The Irish Times, september 22, 2004

for its 29th festival, Toronto went for broke with 
the deepest, richest, most daring line-up i can 
remember in roughly twenty years.” 
sheila benson, Seattle Weekly, september 22-28, 2004 

Toronto fi lmgoers, in all their discriminating and 
sophisticated tastes, are the fabric of every 
festival screening experience. such is the power 
of Toronto buzz that it can certify the critical and 
box-offi ce potential of a feature and carry it all 
the way to the winners circle on oscar® night.” 
Gene seymour, Newsday, september 9, 2004

“

“

“

“
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This year, Sprockets Toronto International 
Film Festival for Children experienced a 
marked increase in attendance, box-office 
revenue and Pocket Fund donations. Each of  
these resulted in an even more successful event 
in the Sprockets’ seventh year.

Highlights of  this year’s Sprockets 
programming included the Opening Night 
film, WONDROUS OBLIVION, an 
international hit in the United Kingdom, 
and the sold-out special presentation of  
JOURNEY TO LITTLE ROCK: THE 
UNTOLD STORY OF MINNIJEAN 
BROWN TRICKEY about the courageous 
acts of  the Little Rock Nine, a group of  black 
high-school students who were caught up in 
the middle of  the United States Supreme 
Court’s decision to outlaw segregation in 
schools in the southern states.

As the largest children’s film festival in Canada, 
Sprockets programming is of  the highest 
calibre. It has to be: each film is judged by 
a savvy jury of  children who deliver awards  
based solely on their discriminating tastes; and 
our industry delegates have come to expect the 
best in international children’s cinema.

Sprockets
WHaT bUDDinG film CRiTiCs 
HaVe To say:

it was almost inspiring to me, and now i want to 
make my own movie more than ever. i can easily 
say that it was completely stupendous.”
Daniel, age 11

This movie is very good, for me it’s like the coolest 
movie.”
madeline, age 13

a surprising and mysterious ending, which makes 
audiences keep thinking about the movie after it 
ends.”
James, age 12

it was amazing! i absolutely loved it!!”
maria, age 12

it made me cry and laugh at the same time.”
michael, age 9 

“

“

“

“

“

Cats and Dogs

Jump Cuts young  
filmmakers showcase  
winner, marcello sperandeo

sprockets Jury members

Arif Hossein
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by combining public weekends and 
specialized schools-only section, this offshoot 
of the Toronto fi lm fest has become one of the 
most important fi lm festivals in the world.”
bruce kirkland, Toronto Sun, march 24, 2004

Don’t get the impression that these are movies 
made only for kids. over the course of the 
festival i watched nine features and a dozen 
or so short fi lms, and very seldom did i feel 
that i was in territory that had nothing to say 
to me as an adult.”
michael faust, Art Voice (Buffalo), april 29, 2004

“

“

�� feature premieres:

� international

� north american

� canadian

� toronto

�0 short premieres:

� World

� international

� north american

�� canadian

� toronto

»

»

»

»

»

»

»

»

»

minnijean brown Trickey, 
autograph session

Journey to Little Rock: The Untold 
Story of Minnijean Brown Trickey
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Canada’s Top Ten
A ten-member national panel of  filmmakers, 
programmers, critics and industry professionals 
selects the best in Canadian film every year, 
thus defining Canada’s Top Ten. This annual 
celebration of  Canadian cinema offers the 
public an opportunity to attend screenings 
and panel discussions. This year, screenings 
were extended beyond Toronto to Ottawa 
and Vancouver, to expose these films and 
filmmakers to a larger public audience. 
This extension was exceptionally successful 
and solidifies plans to provide screenings in 
additional Canadian cities in 2005. Canada’s 
Top Ten becomes a sort of  mini-festival, and 
underlines the importance of  providing the 
public with an opportunity to view these films. 
Eighty per cent of  this year’s screenings were 
sold out.

panel

colin broWne 
filmmaker, poet, and Professor of 
production, screenwriting and film history at 
Simon Fraser University

shelley gillen 
Head of Creative Affairs for Movie Central, 
Corus Entertainment

steve gravestock 
Associate Director of Canadian Special 
Projects, Toronto International Film Festival 
Group

peter hoWell 
film critic, Toronto Star

karen king 
Executive Director of Independent 
Production, Toronto 1

andré lavoie 
film critic, Le Devoir

catherine martin 
filmmaker, MARIAGES (Canada’s Top Ten 
2001) and OCÉAN (Canada’s Top Ten 
2002)

george melnyk 
cultural historian and essayist, Professor of 
Canadian Studies, University of Calgary, and 
the author of 100 Years of Canadian Cinema 
(2004)

bill niven 
producer (MARION BRIDGE) and Vice-chair, 
Eastern Region of the Academy of Canadian 
Cinema and Television

clement virgo filmmaker, RUDE and 
the Genie-nominated LOVE COME DOWN
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The spectrum and scope of fi lms on the list shows 
a new energy and continued vibrancy within the 
Canadian fi lm industry. our established fi lmmakers 
on the list display an impressive range and 
cinematic vision in their work.”
Piers Handling, Director & Ceo, Toronto international 
film festival Group 

“

canada’s top ten films �00�

childstar Don McKellar

elles étaient cinQ Ghyslaine Côté

i, claudia Chris Abraham

it’s all gone pete tong
Michael Dowse

la peau blanche Daniel Roby

ryan Chris Landreth

saint ralph Michael McGowan

scaredsacred Velcrow Ripper

shake hands With the devil: 
the Journey of roméo dallaire 
Peter Raymont

What remains of us
François Prévost and Hugo Latulippe

Childstar
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Film Circuit reaches out to smaller festivals throughout the country, providing films, guests, and 
overall support for several events each year. In 2004, the London Canadian Film Festival, the 
Kingston Canadian Film Festival, and Toronto’s Canadian Filmmaker’s Festival were among the 
Canadian festivals supported by Film Circuit.

Film Circuit

In 2004, Film Circuit presented the third-annual 
Canadian Cinema Showcase: North of  Hollywood, 
which brought seven Canadian features to twenty-seven 
cities in England, Northern Ireland, Scotland, Wales 
and the Republic of  Ireland, many of  which screened 
to sold-out audiences. The Canadian Cinema Showcase 
is a fantastic opportunity for Canadian filmmakers to 
travel with their films and interact with audiences.

In 2004, the Film Circuit presented the fifth edition of  the Volkswagen Canadian Short Film 
Showcase, an industry event in Halifax, Toronto and Vancouver that screens some of  the best 
Canadian short works. Film Circuit goes on to build an audience for these films by sending them 
to participating Film Circuit groups throughout the country. An integral part of  the Showcase 
programme is the attendance of  producers and directors at screenings of  their films; whenever 
possible, they travel to the screening cities to introduce their films and discuss their work, 
providing an excellent opportunity for valuable exchanges between filmmakers and audiences.

Saint Ralph
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Cinematheque Ontario is an active player in Toronto’s film community, partnering with film 
festivals like the Human Rights Watch International Film Festival and Images Festival to 
champion films for niche audiences. 

Toronto International 
Film Festival Group

Cinematheque Ontario

The Toronto International Film Festival Group supports local film festivals year-round, offering logistical and technical assistance to Cinefranco 
and the Hot Docs Canadian International Documentary Festival, and box-office ticketing support to Inside Out Toronto Lesbian and Gay Film 
and Video Festival, the Toronto Fringe Theatre Festival, the Toronto Reel Asian Film Festival, the ReelWorld Film Festival and the Canadian Film 
Centre’s Worldwide Short Film Festival. 

State of Denial
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fi lm
eDUCAtIoN

LeARNING
eDUCAtIoN
fi lm

eDUCAtIoN
fi lm
LeARNING

&



The Film Reference Library is an excellent resource for students. In 2004, the FRL 
worked with various high schools throughout the GTA, as well as with the following 
schools, providing education for their students:

university of toronto
york university
humber college
niagara college

ryerson university
sheridan college
toronto film school
toronto film college 

Film Reference Library
as a public resource for film-related information 
and scholarship, the film Reference library is 
an excellent educational facility. The library’s 
collection specializes in Canadiana but its scope is 
international. The collection has been developed 
over the past thirty-five years to an amazing depth. 
one can study film-marketing, moving image 
history, film genres; read the latest reviews and film-
criticism; watch classic cinema; or just explore and 
discover the rich world of cinema.” 
sylvia frank, Director, film Reference library

“ By assisting authors and film researchers, the Film Reference Library takes an active role in 
film education. In 2004, the FRL assisted in the research of  books by Dr. Monique Tschofen, 
David Clandfield, Wyndham Wise and Caelum Vatnsdal, and DVDs published by Criterion, 
Alliance Atlantis and Microfilms. The FRL also loans its archival film prints to international 
film organizations. In 2004 these institutions included the American Cinematheque, Austrian 
Film Museum, Chicago Film Festival, Deutsches Filmmuseum, the Museum of  Modern Art, the 
Toronto Film Society and the Vietnam Film Institute.

In addition to its more than 37,000 catalogued items and Special Collections, the FRL 
also provides students access to Canadian cinematic history with the online Canadian Film 
Encyclopedia (CFE). CFE entries include plot summaries, commentary, credits and biographical 
entries, from such authors as Peter Morris, Kass Banning, Kathryn Elder, Seth Feldman, Chris 
Gehman, Peter Harcourt, Allan King, André Loiselle, Mark Peranson, Christine Ramsay, Bart 
Testa and Pierre Véronneau. In 2004, the CFE added three hundred entries, bringing the total to 
five hundred.
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The seventh annual sprockets Toronto international 
film festival for Children has set out to prove that 
children can learn from film and television.”
Metro News, april 20, 2004

“

Sprockets
JUmP CUTs yoUnG 
filmmakeRs sHoWCase

Jump Cuts, our consistently popular 
showcase of  films by young filmmakers, 
received eighty-six entries in 2004. The 
programme celebrates the talent, originality 
and creativity of  the young people behind 
the camera of  each entry, through a 
screening and awards presentation for the 
best among them.

For the aspiring young filmmaker, Sprockets 
film-craft workshops give children fantastic 
hands-on experiences with the process of  
filmmaking. Once again this year, all the 
workshops sold out. This is a direct result of  
the supportive and educational environment 
that we strive to build for participants each 
year, with the understanding that this will 
nurture the utmost in their creativity.

The Sprockets School Programme balances 
films that may tackle more serious social 
issues with films that are lighter as well as 
educational, delving into all the lighter aspects 
of  being a teenager today. All are meant 
to encourage discussion among peers and 
educators  – to enhance knowledge of  the 
subject at hand and to really explore cinema as 
a means of  personal and social expression.

��FILM EDuCATIon & LEARnInG

Jump Cuts young filmmakers 
showcase winner Joseph Procopio



Cinematheque Ontario
Outside of  film school, there’s no better 
place to learn about the history of  cinema 
than Cinematheque Ontario. From its year-
round programming of  world classics to its 
series of  published monographs, to the roster 
of  distinguished academics and filmmakers 
who act as guest lecturers, Cinematheque 
Ontario fulfills a “Film 101” function for many 
audience members.

The Cinematheque Ontario Lecture Series 
gives audiences an opportunity to learn 
from leading film educators, writers and 
filmmakers. In 2004, the series presented 
an expanded slate of  in-person events that 
complemented screenings and enhanced 
the viewing experience.

�00� lecture series guests:

David Bordwell on Yasujiro Ozu
Colin MacCabe, on Jean-Luc Godard
István Szabó, on-stage interview with  
Bart Testa
J. Hoberman on Sixties Cinema
Richard Schickel on the big red one
Jørgen Leth, filmmaker, on-stage interview
Peter Wintonick on hybrid documentaries
William O’Meara on composing for silent 
cinema 

in an inspired move, the Cinematheque ontario 
has invited [J. Hoberman] for its summer lecture 
series and will screen many of the movies that 
frame his arguments.”
Jeet Heer, National Post, June 3, 2004

“

Saturday Movie Matinees: Films for All Ages 
gives access to classics of  world cinema to 
audiences of  all ages, providing entertaining 
films that educate audiences young and old on 
the history of  film.

�00� matinees include:

modern times, Charlie Chaplin
meet me in st. louis, Vincente Minnelli
a hard day’s night, Richard Lester
playtime, Jacques Tati
the court Jester, Norman Panama & 
Melvin Frank

�� FILM EDuCATIon & LEARnInG

Take in the saturday movie matinees at 
Cinematheque ontario… after seeing these 
movies, you feel like you’ve spent an hour or two to 
some purpose… They’ll do your nervous system a 
lot of good.” 
 Philip marchand, Toronto Star, november 13, 2004

“

Modern Times



The Film Circuit Filmmakers Forum is a internet-based initiative that features interviews with 
filmmakers whose films travel with the Circuit, allowing Film Circuit audiences to learn more 
about the films and the creative forces behind them. The Filmmakers Forum imbues screenings 
with intellectual vigour that enhances the experience for audience.

 

Film Circuit
Film Circuit facilitates learning through film 
through its outreach to Canadian educators. 
Each year, Film Circuit re-releases Canadian 
classic films, often imbuing an established 
film with new insights. In 2004, Film Circuit 
re-released Ted Kotcheff ’s classic THE 
APPRENTICESHIP OF DUDDY KRAVITZ 
and published “The Apprenticeship of  Duddy 
Kravitz: A Film Study Guide for Teachers.” 
The guide is an on-line resource that helps 
teachers interpret the film’s content for 
students, as well as offering a introduction to 
film techniques.

��FILM EDuCATIon & LEARnInG

... the imminent release of a newly struck print of 
THe aPPRenTiCesHiP of DUDDy kRaViTZ illustrates 
how an alternative distribution model for Canadian 
films is quietly, methodically sweeping the nation.”
Gord mclaughlin, National Post, february 25, 2004

“

�00� filmmakers forum subJects: 

Mark A. Lewis, director of ill fated 
Rob Stefaniuk, director of phil the alien 
Mike Dowse, director of it’s all gone pete tong 
Simon Sauvé, director of Jimmy Work 

La Peau blache Phil the Alien

Daniel Roby, director of la peau blanche 
Peter Lynch, director of a Whale of a tale 
David Weaver, director of siblings 
Velcrow Ripper, director of scaredsacred



Talk Cinema, a Sunday morning subscription 
series of  sneak-preview screenings, continues 
to delight members with an opportunity to 
participate in these expertly programmed 
events. Each screening is followed by a forum 
discussion where guests include filmmakers, 
critics and academics, all eager to tackle issues 
brought forth from in the morning’s film with 
its audience. The success of  Talk Cinema 
is built on the strength of  these interactive 
experiences, which provide subscribers a 
chance to hear from the best in the industry. 
The variety of  perspectives presented becomes 
the truly unique learning opportunity that is 
this programming initiative. This year’s sold-
out series sampled the best of  tomorrow’s 
groundbreaking films and international 
cinema; among the list of  films featured in the 
programme’s sixth year were Takeshi Kitano’s 
ZATOICHI, Mike Leigh’s VERA DRAKE, 
Siddiq Barmak’s OSAMA and Marc Forster’s 
FINDING NEVERLAND.

Talk Cinema
Talk Cinema is Toronto’s town hall for movies, a screening and discussion series with a twist – the 
audience does not know what they will watch until minutes before showtime. Creating a true 
democracy of taste, we ask audiences to embrace the unknown and to push their sensibilities. so, 
while Talk Cinema has played oscar winners, blockbusters and crowd pleasers, we’ve also screened 
obscure indies, puzzling art films and twisted kung-fu flicks. and then we chat.”
sean farnel, Talk Cinema Programmer

This was my first time as a subscriber and if the first film of the season is any indication of what is to 
come, i look forward with great excitement to the remainder of the subscription.”
subscriber on VeRa DRake

i so wanted to see this movie, hoped it would be a gala at the film festival, and so pleased it was 
the opening of Talk Cinema. The film was everything i hoped it would be – great performances, an 
emotional story that engaged me. and the post-discussion was so informative, the whole experience 
today was magical.”
subscriber on finDinG neVeRlanD

excellent programming this year!!”
subscriber

i really enjoy the Talk Cinema experience. my third season and i’m lovin’ it!”
subscriber

 

“

“

“

“

“
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New and more comprehensive educational 
offerings were made available to industry 
professionals, filmmakers and educators 
through Industry Programming and Services. 
Professional development opportunities 
like Talent Lab and Pitch This! are akin to 
post-graduate courses that allow emerging 
Canadian filmmakers to hone their skills with 
some of  the best filmmaking talent available.

Industry Programming and Services

�7FILM EDuCATIon & LEARnInG

In 2004, Industry Programming and Services launched Talent Lab Toronto, an intense, three-
day programme that gives a group of  selected Canadian filmmakers the opportunity to interact 
and learn from filmmakers and acclaimed professionals. In the inaugural year, the programme 
governors, who led an exciting roster of  workshops, were: Gus Van Sant, Patricia Rozema, 
Bingham Ray and Michael Ondaatje. Guests speakers of  the 2004 Talent Lab included Kevin 
Spacey, Guy Maddin, Peter Mettler, Jonathan Caouette, Anne Coates, Christopher Doyle, Mary 
Jane Skalski, Roger Frappier, Ziad Doueiri, Dede Allen and Ted Hope.

Additional educational opportunities at the 2004 Festival included returning programmes 
Telefilm Canada News and Views, an up-to-the-minute financing and craft news, and Doc Salon, 
an informal space to meet and mingle with some of  the documentary industry’s most interesting 
filmmakers and collaborators, as well as a variety of  sessions designed to teach delegates about 
the emerging issues facing filmmakers and industry professionals.

kevin spaceyDoc salon



Statement of Operations
December 31, 2004

Revenues
Earned Revenue
Government Grants
Fundraising
 
  
Transfer to Endowment Fund    (Note 1)
 
 
 
expenses
Programming
Marketing, Communications and Customer Service
Fundraising
Industry Services
Education
Operation and Maintenance
Depreciation
General and Administrative
 
 
 
Excess of  Revenue over expenses

5,286,175
2,959,399
5,271,222

 
13,516,796

 -331,780
 

13,185,016
 
 

Revenues

expenses6,741,492
1,814,535

819,871
524,006
736,134
778,345
275,480

1,328,841
 

13,018,703
 

166,313

GoVeRnmenT GRanTs

fUnDRaisinG

eaRneD ReVenUe

PRoGRamminG

maRkeTinG, CommUniCaTions 
anD CUsTomeR seRViCe

fUnDRaisinG

inDUsTRy seRViCes

eDUCaTion

oPeRaTion anD 
mainTenanCe

DePReCiaTion

GeneRal anD 
aDminisTRaTiVe

Note 1
Endowment - Over the last five years, the Group has transferred $1,872,686 to the OCAF 
which was fully matched by the province of  Ontario.  Interest from this endowment fund is 
used by the organization for its educational programmes.
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Special Thanks
GoVeRnmenT sUPPoRTeRs
The activites of  the Toronto International Film Festival Group in 
2004 were made possible by the generous support of  our government 
partners: 

ToRonTo inTeRnaTional film fesTiVal  
GRoUP sPonsoRs
We would like to thank specifically those corporations whose 
involvement extends year round and across all our activites:

AGF
Bell Canada
Bell Mobility
CIBC
Cineplex Galaxy LP
ECHO ADVERTISING + 
MARKETING INC.
Famous Players
Federal Express Canada Ltd.
Jackson-Triggs Vintners
Sleeman Brewing & Malting Co. Ltd.
Sony of  Canada Ltd.

Starbucks Coffee Canada
Tanqueray Premium Imported Gin
Toronto Film School
Universal Studios Canada
VISA
Volkswagen
Warner Bros. Entertainment Canada 
Inc.
zip.ca

Division
Signature
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a very special thank you to the more than 
2,000 volunteers who commit their time 
and energy to the Toronto international film 
festival Group throughout the year.



Special Thanks
ToRonTo inTeRnaTional film fesTiVal  
GRoUP DonoRs
We would like to extend our thanks to the generous individuals and 
foundations whose philanthropic donations supported key areas of  our 
mandate in 2004:

Gifts of  $25,000  
or more
AV Preservation Trust.ca
Juxtaproductions
Latoplast Ltd. 
SF Marketing

Gifts of  $5,000 
to $24,999
Apotex Foundation    
  /Mary & Allen 
  Shechtman
Cine Sound & 
  Projection Inc.
Canadian Copyright  
  Collective
Gowling Lafleur 
  Henderson LLP
The Harbinger 
  Foundation
Herman Family Fund
Fondation René Malo

F.K. Morrow 
  Foundation
Torindo Ltd.

Gifts of  $1,000 
to $4,999
Melissa & Barry Avrich 
Mary & 
  Brendan Calder
Richard Claydon
J. Rob Collins
Priscilla Costello
Bruce & Debra Croxon
Myrna & John Daniels
The Godfrey 
  Family Foundation 
Walter & Duncan 
  Gordon Foundation
Daniel J. Greenglass
Steve & Rashmi Gupta
Piers Handling
The Norman & 

  Margaret Jewison 
  Charitable Foundation
Delores Lawrence
John Lownsbrough
Michèle Maheux
PharmASSIST 
  Foundation
Justin B. Poy
Jeff  & Rita Rayman
Gary & Ajit Singh
Irene So
Dan & Kim 
  Tanenbaum
David Vella
Voices for Children
Helen Zukerman

as at December 31, 2004
We would also like to extend our thanks to all 2004 donors, including 
52/7 Circle Patrons, Gold Patrons, Silver Screen Society, 
and Film Club members whose donations support our educational 
programming. 

2004 fesTiVal CenTRe DonoRs
Festival Centre is the Toronto International Film Festival Group’s 
major initiative to create a unique destination that celebrates the 
world of  film 52 weeks a year.  We thank the following donors for their 
commitment towards our future: 

Melissa & Barry Avrich
The Bratty Family
Mary & Brendan Calder
Canadian Copyright Collective
CHUM Television
Randy Gillies
Goodman and Carr LLP
Sharon & Allen Karp
King and John Festival  
  Corporation
Dr. Kenneth Montague

Justin B. Poy
Mary & Allen Shechtman
S. M. Blair Family Foundation 
Straticom Planning Associates Inc.
Universal Studios Canada Inc.
VISA
Galen G. Weston c/o The W. 
  Garfield Weston Foundation
Anonymous (4)

as at December 31, 2004
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For more information on Festival Centre, visit www.tiffg.ca.



During the [2004] film festival... 
overall spending in the Greater 
Toronto area climbed eight 
per cent or $115 million when 
compared to spending during 
the 2003 festival.” 

Press Release, moneris solutions Corporation, Canada’s 
largest provider of credit and debit card payment services 
for merchants.

“
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The Group employs over 90 year-round staff, 500 seasonal staff, and 
counts upon the largesse of  2,000 volunteers year-round.

 
The Group is a registered charitable arts organization that operates 

Canada’s Top Ten, Cinematheque Ontario, Film Circuit,  
The Film Reference Library, Industry Programming and Services, 

Sprockets Toronto International Film Festival for Children, Talk Cinema, 
and the Toronto International Film Festival.

THe ToRonTo inTeRnaTional film fesTiVal GRoUP GeneRaTes an 

annUal eConomiC imPaCT of $67 million,  

inClUDinG $33 million in ToURism, anD oPeRaTes WiTH 

an annUal bUDGeT of $13.2 million.


